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360° PIVOT HINGE
Always returns to upright position.

proudly

made in USA

 
maximum cleanout protection
Heavy duty shroud housing designed to provide

CLEANOUT DEFENDER
CD-V118

Highly visible, super durable 
utility shroud with pivoting 
marker pole that helps protect 
sewer lines from costly damage.

PREVENT
COSTLY MISTAKES

THE ULTIMATE CLEANOUT PROTECTION
Eliminate expensive Hydrovac Services...  Protect your sewer lines with the best.

utility defender



CAST IRON CAP 
Optional Cast Iron Cap with Powder 
Coating offers long term performance 
and can be easily located
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DIMENSIONS
 length:     23.5” / 59.7 cm
 width:     23.5” / 59.7 cm
 height:     63.5” / 161.3 cm
 shroud height:   22.875” / 58.1 cm
 weight:     18.4 lbs. / 8.36 kg
  
MATERIALS
 pole:     High Impact PVC
 cap:     HDPE (available in Cast Iron)
 collar:     HDPE
 shroud:     HDPE

Specifications

MADE IN USA
Innovative, patented product designed, 
engineered, and made in the USA. 

ADJUSTABLE COLLAR 
EXTENDER 
Optional Adjustable Collar Extender can be
screwed up or down to almost any depth to
accommodate new landscape levels.

PROTECTIVE SHROUD CONE 
Housing provides maximum cleanout 
protection with Heavy-Duty, Rigid Shroud 
that protects the sewer line with a safety 
barrier.

FAIL SAFE ARM
Break-away design fractures the flag 
mount assembly in the event of 
excessive force leaving shroud intact. 

360° PIVOT HINGE   
DOT certified, innovative 360° Pivot 
Hinge on marker pole designed to take 
multiple high-impact strikes always 
returning to the upright warning position.

HIGH VISIBILITY MARKER   
High visibility green color with oversized, 
high-contrast warning markings help 
prevent construction damage to sewer 
pipes and clean outs.

CLEANOUT PROTECTION 
During construction, it is common for 
sewer lines to be damaged by jobsite 
equipment and fill with debris often 
leading to expensive Hydrovac Services. 

LOCATABLE CAP
Optional Locatable Cap with Metal Insert  
makes finding buried components a breeze
using standard locating devices.

Features
utility defender


